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I started developing my psychic skills at the age of 14, over 25 years ago and
became a professional psychic aged 19. I've worked up and down the country
at psychic fairs, privately for VIP clients. I've been featured within the Spiritual
and Destiny magazine numerous times, I've attended some of the best
Psychic and Spiritual development schools, and circles of spiritual
developments in the country and bring that knowledge to my students that I
teach and clients that I read for.
I also run many various one day psychic, tarot and spiritual workshops
amongst others within a group setting or privately on a 1-2-1 basis in person
or via Skype. I have two books I've written and both available on-line from
amazon.
As a Spiritual Intuitive Painter and Psychic Artist, this is a deep rooted
passion of mine although I have never been to art school so I am not a
professional portrait artist but I have a unique communication connection
with my spirit friends and with their energy the fantastic portraits and
paintings are produced and with our communication I am able to bring
evidential information through my mediumship skills to prove life does
continue after physical death.
I became a Spiritualist 6 years ago and Spiritualism has become my religion
and my whole spiritual being is to bring motivation, clarity and peace of mind
to all those that seek my help. I am here, available, non-judgemental and
willing to see how I can help you move forward. Through my workshop days,
drawings, paintings or solo readings, I can promise as a guarantee, I will do
my best! I can only value my success on the repeat clients I get.
You can also visit my other website and choose readings from there also!
xx Anne-Marie xx
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